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Abstract Air temperature is correlated with precipitation oxygen isotope (d18Oprcp) variability for much
of the eastern and central United States, but the nature of this d18Oprcp-temperature relationship is largely
based on data coarsely aggregated at a monthly resolution. We constructed a database of 6177 weeks of
isotope and precipitation-day air temperature data from 25 sites to determine how more precise data
change our understanding of this classic relationship. Because the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship is not
perfectly linear, trends in the regression residuals suggest the inﬂuence of additional environmental factors
such as moisture recycling and extratropical cyclone interactions. Additionally, the temporal relationships
between d18Oprcp and temperature observed in the weekly data at individual sites can explain broader
spatial patterns observed across the study region. For 20 of 25 sites, the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship
slope is higher for colder precipitation than for warmer precipitation. Accordingly, northern and western
sites with relatively more cold precipitation events have steeper overall relationships with higher slope
values than southeastern sites that have more warm precipitation events. Although the magnitude of
d18Oprcp variability increases to the north and west, the fraction of d18Oprcp variability explained by
temperature increases due to wider annual temperature ranges, producing stronger relationships in these
regions. When our d18Oprcp-temperature data are grouped by month, we observe signiﬁcant variations in
the relationship from month to month. This argues against a principal causative role for temperature and
suggests the existence of an alternative environmental control on d18Oprcp values that simply covaries
seasonally with temperature.

Plain Language Summary In the eastern and central United States, the oxygen isotope ratio of
rain or snow is linked to the air temperature while it rains or snows: warmer temperatures have higher
isotope ratios and colder temperatures have lower isotope ratios. If we have a record of these isotope ratios
dating back into the past, we can estimate how the weather has changed for a given location over time.
However, we need a solid understanding of how isotope ratios are controlled in the present day in order to
make any estimations about the past. Previous research studying the present day effect of air temperature
on isotope ratios have used databases that average an entire month of weather and isotope ratios. This
blurs out any possible effects from short-term weather changes. Our study uses a newly-created database
with nearly 6200 weekly precipitation samples that better capture rapid weather changes and any resulting
effects on isotope ratios. The high number of samples in this database also lets us learn why different sites
have different relationships between temperature and isotope ratios depending on their geography and
season. Our improved understanding of these relationships can now help produce better estimates of past
weather changes.

1. Introduction
C 2017. American Geophysical Union.
V
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Water isotope hydrology has emerged as a key method to better understand the hydrologic system across
time and space. Since the fractionation of water isotopes during phase changes is linked to speciﬁc environmental conditions, isotopic characteristics can be used to ﬁngerprint the processes that affect modern
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waters as they pass through the hydrologic cycle [Dansgaard, 1964]. Knowledge of modern isotopeenvironment relationships can then be used to reconstruct past changes in hydroclimate. However, a solid
understanding of the complex factors at play in the modern relationships is required to know how best to
apply modern models to past situations and whether this will produce accurate reconstructions. To better
analyze stable oxygen isotope (d18O) variability in modern precipitation through higher spatial and temporal data resolution, we created a new weekly resolved database of precipitation d18O values (d18Oprcp) and
precipitation-day climatology for the eastern and central United States (ECUS). This database contains
d18Oprcp data from the United States Network for Isotopes in Precipitation (USNIP) and meteorological data
from nearby (<10 km) weather stations.
Previous studies in the middle and higher latitudes have identiﬁed a positive relationship between d18Oprcp
values and air temperature (commonly called the temperature effect) largely using monthly resolved
d18Oprcp and meteorological data [e.g., Rozanski et al., 1993; Bowen and Wilkinson, 2002; Vachon et al.,
2010a; Liu et al., 2014]. Although this temperature effect is evident across much of the ECUS, 30–90% of
d18Oprcp variability in the region cannot be explained by air temperature alone [Welker, 2000; Vachon et al.,
2010a]. This unexplained variability has generally been attributed to other environmental factors, such as
moisture source, atmospheric circulation patterns, and mesoscale meteorology, and these factors are often
viewed as ‘‘noise’’ that weakens any observed temperature effect [e.g., Burnett et al., 2004; Berkelhammer
and Stott, 2008; Birks and Edwards, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Welker, 2012].
However, the nature of the temporally aggregated climate data used by previous studies may be responsible, in part, for the failure of temperature to precisely explain d18Oprcp values in the ECUS. The mean air temperature during precipitation events is usually different than the mean temperature during dry periods: in
winter, precipitation events are generally warmer than dry periods while the events in summer are generally
cooler [Kohn and Welker, 2005]. In most previous analyses, the surface air temperature and other meteorological data have typically been monthly or seasonal averages that include data from all days, regardless of
precipitation occurrence or amount. This is largely because the d18Oprcp data used to quantify relationships
between climate and precipitation isotopes in North America were, until recently, solely offered at monthly
resolution and spatially limited to a few quality sites [Rozanski et al., 1993; Welker, 2000; IAEA/WMO, 2016].
The USNIP isotope data used to construct our new database are available at weekly resolution for more
than 75 locations across the United States [Welker, 2000; Vachon et al., 2010b], and this database has been
used extensively to examine relationships between precipitation isotopes and hydroclimate in North America [e.g., Dutton et al., 2005; Kohn and Welker, 2005; Liu et al., 2010; Vachon et al., 2010a; Welker, 2012].
While using temperatures taken during precipitation events may produce more accurate relationship estimates compared with standard time-averaged climatology [Kohn and Welker, 2005], this precise methodology can be difﬁcult to execute if temperature records for precipitation events are lacking for a location or
period. Our new database emulates a precipitation-day climatology by including temperature data only for
days when precipitation occurred. Additionally, when aggregated into weekly values for comparison with
weekly d18Oprcp data, the temperature data are weighted by precipitation amount. Although not as precise
as event-scale data, this weighted weekly temperature data set (referred to throughout this paper as the
precipitation-day temperature, or PDt, data set) better reﬂects temperatures during actual precipitation
events than the nonweighted aggregated temperature data used in prior wide-scale studies. Our new database aids investigation of short-term d18Oprcp variability and incorporates a greater, more representative
range of d18Oprcp values into modeled relationships.
The primary goal of this research is to quantify the relationship between precipitation d18O values and PDt
(the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship) for locations across the ECUS in order to examine the temporal and spatial
trends in these relationships. By comparing the results of our weekly PDt study with previous research that
used traditional monthly aggregated, non-PDt data, we can determine how the use of weekly PDt data
alters calculated relationships between d18Oprcp and temperature in the ECUS. Further, the broader spatial
trends in the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship can be explained in part through the temporal changes in d18Oprcp
variability and the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship detected at individual sites. The large weekly sample sizes also
permit temporally subsetting data at individual sites to investigate the causative role of air temperature in
this relationship. Overall, we aim to produce a more thorough synopsis of the relationship between d18Oprcp
and temperature in the ECUS by embracing short-term, ‘‘noisy’’ variability as key to a better understanding
of the temperature effect.
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Figure 1. The study area and the 25 USNIP precipitation sampling stations used in this study. GHCN stations are located within 10 km of
their matched USNIP station.

2. Background
2.1. Study Region Geography and Climatology
The study region encompasses most of the noncoastal ECUS and includes data from 25 sites (Figure 1).
Coastal zones were avoided as their proximity to moisture sources interferes with the more straightforward
continental relationships being examined in this study [Vachon et al., 2010a]. The region generally has low
to moderate relief with elevations below 500 m except for higher and more rugged terrain in the Appalachian and Ozark regions [Fenneman, 1938; USGS, 2016]. Elevation increases steadily across the Great Plains
toward the western boundary of the study region [USGS, 2016].
The climate is broadly similar across the region, with relatively strong seasonal temperature changes and
moderate to high precipitation throughout the year. Variations in climate are typically gradual and often
vary along a latitudinal gradient (Table 1). Mean annual temperatures range from 58C near the Canadian
border to 208C in the extreme south, and the magnitude of seasonal temperature change increases from
south to north. Annual precipitation is highest in the southeastern states (regional maxima > 1300 mm/yr)
and decreases to the west and to the north (regional minima < 400 mm/yr) [NOAA, 2015a]. Precipitation
seasonality grades from more winter
dominated in the south to more summer dominated in the north and west
Table 1. Summary of Broad Latitudinal Climate Trends for the ECUS Mentioned
[Finkelstein and Truppi, 1991; NOAA,
in Text [Finkelstein and Truppi, 1991; Carbone and Tuttle, 2008; Ulbrich et al.,
2009; NOAA, 2015a]
2015a].
Climate Variable
Mean annual temperature
Annual temperature range
Precipitation amount
Precipitation seasonality
Frozen precipitation occurrence
Extratropical cyclone occurrence
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Lower Latitude

Higher Latitude

Higher
Smaller
Higher
Winter dominated
Less frequent
Less frequent

Lower
Larger
Lower
Summer dominated
More frequent
More frequent
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however, some locations directly downwind of the Great Lakes receive more
than 30% of their annual liquid precipitation as snow [NOAA, 2015a]. The
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development and movement of extratropical cyclones dominates the regional climate through precipitation as
well as air mass and temperature changes, particularly in cooler months [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. In warmer months,
diurnal heating triggers convective precipitation in the form of shallow, individual afternoon storms (common
in the southeast) as well as relatively long-lived mesoscale convective systems (common in the central U.S.)
[Carbone and Tuttle, 2008].
The Gulf of Mexico is the predominant moisture source for the region west of the Appalachian Mountains, including the semiarid Great Plains [Harvey and Welker, 2000; Akers, 2016]. East of the Appalachian
Mountains, the Atlantic Ocean is an equally important source of water vapor for precipitation [Sjostrom
and Welker, 2009; Akers, 2016]. Air masses originating from the Paciﬁc Ocean and Arctic Ocean are progressively more inﬂuential toward the north and west [Sjostrom and Welker, 2009]; however, Paciﬁc and
Arctic air masses hold comparatively little precipitable water upon reaching the study region and generally account for a very small fraction of total annual precipitation [Harvey and Welker, 2000; Akers,
2016].
2.2. Factors Affecting d18O Values of Precipitation
The d18O of precipitation reﬂects the geographic and meteorological history of the parent moisture [Rozanski et al., 1993; Bowen and Wilkinson, 2002; LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006]. Stable oxygen isotope ratio values,
!
18 
O

deﬁned as d18O 5

1816 O sample 21 , are reported in this paper relative to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean
O
16 O standard

Water (V-SMOW) [Craig, 1961b; Gonﬁantini, 1978]. A saturated parcel of air over a moisture source will contain water vapor with a d18O value in equilibrium with the d18O of the moisture source [Clark and Fritz,
1997]. As the parcel of air moves away from its moisture source and cools, precipitation will reduce the average d18O value of the remaining moisture in a process commonly referred to as rainout or Rayleigh distillation [Dansgaard, 1964; Gonﬁantini, 1986; Rozanski et al., 1993; Gat, 1996; Clark and Fritz, 1997]. The degree of
the rainout effect depends on the temperature and humidity of the air parcel during phase changes [Dansgaard, 1964; Rozanski et al., 1993; Ciais and Jouzel, 1994].
Although the ﬁnal phase change from water vapor into precipitation occurs within clouds, surface air temperature is often used as a substitute for cloud temperature in d18Oprcp studies due to the difﬁculty of
obtaining accurate cloud temperature data [Rozanski et al., 1993; Kohn and Welker, 2005; Bowen, 2008;
Vachon et al., 2010a]. Additionally, falling rain will equilibrate isotopically with moisture along its path and
often will approach the d18O value expected from the surface air temperature [Rozanski et al., 1993]. Frozen
precipitation, however, does not equilibrate as it falls and will produce lower than expected d18Oprcp values
relative to surface air temperature [Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984; Ciais and Jouzel, 1994]. Although this frozen
precipitation bias can theoretically be corrected, past research on large-scale d18Oprcp databases has typically calculated d18Oprcp-temperature relationships with uncorrected data [e.g., Rozanski et al., 1993; Vachon
et al., 2010b].
While d18O values at a given location can vary widely between individual precipitation events [e.g., Wu
et al., 2015; Puntsag et al., 2016], long-term averages of d18Oprcp values produce identiﬁable spatial patterns
known as isoscapes that are linked to regional physiography and climate [Craig, 1961a; Dansgaard, 1964;
Rozanski et al., 1993; Bowen and Wilkinson, 2002; Vachon et al., 2010b]. Much recent research has focused on
unifying and reconciling modeled d18O values with real-world measurements [e.g., Kendall and Coplen,
2001; Dutton et al., 2005; Bowen et al., 2007; Vachon et al., 2010b]. This data-model uniﬁcation is necessary
to improve global circulation models and accurately interpret d18O variations in paleoclimate records [Alley
and Cuffey, 2001; Bowen, 2008; Lambert and Aharon, 2010; Klein et al., 2016].
2.3. Precipitation d18O Controls and Variability in the ECUS
The negative relationship between d18Oprcp and precipitation amount (the amount effect) dominates
d18Oprcp variability in many tropical locations [Dansgaard, 1964; Yapp, 1982; Kurita et al., 2009]. This amount
effect, however, does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence monthly d18Oprcp variations in our study region [Bowen,
2008; Vachon et al., 2010a; Akers, 2016]. As a result, d18Oprcp isoscapes across the ECUS are primarily a function of latitude, elevation, and continentality (i.e., distance from the major water vapor sources of the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico) and are best modeled for longer time intervals through the temperature
effect [Rozanski et al., 1993; Welker, 2000; Bowen, 2008; Vachon et al., 2010b, 2010a]. However, individual
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d18Oprcp values may vary signiﬁcantly from what is expected based on the climatological isoscapes, particularly when measured over shorter periods such as single precipitation events or distinct storm systems [e.g.,
Rindsberger et al., 1990; Good et al., 2014].
Precipitation and surface water d18O data in the ECUS exhibit a spatial gradient of higher values in the
southeast and lower values northward and inland [Rozanski et al., 1993; Dutton et al., 2005; Bowen
et al., 2007; Bowen, 2008; Vachon et al., 2010b]. This spatial gradient of d18Oprcp values is steepest in
winter due to greater temperature differences across the ECUS but is signiﬁcantly reduced in summer
due to more homogenous temperatures and greater moisture recycling from evapotranspiration
to and Oort, 1983; Gat and Matsui, 1991; Vachon et al., 2010b; Aemisegger et al., 2014; Winnick
[Peixo
et al., 2014]. The strength and slope of the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship varies in a spatial pattern
similar but opposite to variations in d18Oprcp values: the strongest relationships and highest slope values are in the north and west while relationships are weaker and slopes lower in the southeast [Vachon
et al., 2010a].
However, several other factors within the complex climatology of the ECUS can drive d18Oprcp values away
from what these d18Oprcp-temperature relationships predict. Variations in the moisture source of precipitation events can produce different d18Oprcp values even for the same site temperature due to different ocean
basin d18O values [LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006; Sjostrom and Welker, 2009], different atmospheric and orographic features along the moisture travel path [Rozanski et al., 1993; Akers, 2016], and even different local
weather conditions at the moisture source [Vachon et al., 2010a]. The speciﬁc nature of the precipitationproducing clouds (e.g., stratiform or convective, condensation height, and rain drop size) [Narayana Rao
et al., 2008; Scholl et al., 2009; Buenning et al., 2012; Aggarwal et al., 2016] and the degree of recycled moisto and Oort, 1983; Gat and Matsui, 1991; Aemisegger et al., 2014] can also strongly
ture incorporation [Peixo
affect the d18Oprcp values. Finally, the possibility must also be acknowledged that while air temperatures are
often strongly correlated with d18Oprcp values, the drivers of d18Oprcp variability may include factors other
than air temperature, which simply covary with seasonal temperature changes (e.g., condensation heights
in Buenning et al. [2012]).

3. Methods
3.1. Isotope and Meteorological Data
Our isotope data comprise 6683 individual weeks of USNIP d18Oprcp data across 25 stations in the ECUS
study region from the years 1989 to 2006 (Figure 1). The USNIP data were derived from weekly accumulated
precipitation samples originally collected for the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP); after
collection, these samples were frozen and later analyzed for stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes [Welker,
2000]. The data do not include all of the precipitation events that occurred from 1989 to 2006 (Figure 2),
but the precipitation data are largely complete for most sites in some years (e.g., 1992, 1993, and 2004).
Although discontinuous, the available weeks of data are well distributed throughout the year and capture
natural trends in precipitation seasonality and variability.
To construct the meteorological data set, daily surface air temperatures (maximum and minimum) and
precipitation amounts were downloaded from 25 weather stations in the Global Historical Climate Network (GHCN) that are each within 10 km of a USNIP station (Figure 1) [NOAA, 2015b, 2015c]. Each
selected GHCN weather station has reliable data and a similar elevation to the nearby USNIP station;
when necessary, missing meteorological values were ﬁlled using data from the second-closest, quality
GHCN station. Mean daily surface air temperatures were calculated from maximum and minimum daily
temperatures and used for all temperature analyses. Since precipitation amount was measured independently at both the USNIP and GHCN sites, this was used as a quality check between the two data
sets. For each site, we excluded the week of USNIP data from further analysis if no precipitation
was recorded at the GHCN station. As an additional layer of quality control, we removed weeks that
exhibited a large discrepancy in weekly precipitation amount between the paired stations (we
precipitation amount
judged jln USNIP
GHCN precipitation amount j > 1 to be a simple cutoff for identifying the worst offending data
without culling data overaggressively). These quality checks removed 506 weeks of data and produced a ﬁnal data set comprising 6177 weeks of isotopic and meteorological data, or approximately
250 weeks of data per site.
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Figure 2. Weeks with USNIP d18Oprcp data in the ﬁnal d18Oprcp-PDt database reported for each USNIP station. Longer gaps in the record
are due to a lack of reporting and/or analysis, while shorter gaps are due to a lack of precipitation and/or data exclusion during the quality
check. The number of weeks of data for each site after the quality check is given at right.

3.2. Creation of the Weekly d18Oprcp-PDt Database
A single weekly resolved database of precipitation isotopes and PDt data was created by combining the
weekly USNIP d18Oprcp data for each site with the daily surface air temperature and precipitation amount
data from the corresponding GHCN station (Figure 3). For each week of USNIP d18Oprcp data, a single weekly

GHCN Meteorological Data
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4

USNIP
Isotope Data

Day 5

Week 1: δ18Oprcp

Day 8

Week 2: NO DATA

Day 10

18

Week 3: δ Oprcp

Final Database

Day 6
Day 7

Week 1 Precipitation-day Weekly Data
(Aggregate of Days 2, 3, 5)

Day 9
Day 11

Week 3 Precipitation-day Weekly Data

Day 12

δ18Oprcp Data
Week 1
δ18Oprcp Data

(Aggregate of Days 16, 17, 18, 20) Week 3

Day 13
Day 14
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Day 16
Day 17
Day 18

Day 19
Day 20
Day 21

Figure 3. Graphic showing how d18Oprcp data were combined with meteorological data to create the d18Oprcp-PDt database. Blue boxes
in the meteorological data indicate days when precipitation occurred. For each week with d18Oprcp data, daily temperatures on
precipitation-days were weight averaged by precipitation amount into weekly data. Temperature data from nonprecipitation-days
(e.g., day 1 and day 4) or during weeks with no corresponding isotopic data (e.g., days 8–14) were not included in the ﬁnal database.
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PDt value was produced by weighting the mean of the seven daily temperatures by the fraction of weekly
P7 Ti 3 Pi
precipitation that fell each day, as expressed by PDtweek 5
1 Pweek , where T is the temperature, P is
the precipitation amount, and i is a single day. We did not correct isotopic values for frozen precipitation,
which follows previous studies [e.g., Rozanski et al., 1993; Burnett et al., 2004; Vachon et al., 2010b]. Additionally, some weekly USNIP accumulations may be a mix of liquid and frozen precipitation events; without
knowing the precise proportion of the weekly total that fell as liquid versus frozen, any corrections would
need to be estimated from other climate models. The large uncertainty associated with these corrected
d18O values would likely impact our analysis more than the original effect of frozen precipitation, which can
be identiﬁed and accounted for postanalysis.
3.3. Statistical Calculations
Linear regressions for d18Oprcp versus PDt were calculated for each site to produce a linear model of the
relationship. Previous research has generally treated the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship as linear [e.g.,
Rozanski et al., 1993; Vachon et al., 2010b], and preliminary analysis of our data revealed that a linear
model produced better visual ﬁts and higher r2 values than other basic models (e.g., power or logarithmic). We interpolated the individual site values for slope, y-intercept, and r2 calculated in the regressions
for visual analysis of spatial distributions and trends across the study region. Interpolations were calculated in ArcGIS by ordinary kriging using a spherical semivariogram model with an output cell size of 0.01
decimal degrees.
Standard deviations of all d18Oprcp values were calculated at each site to examine the relationship between
PDt and d18Oprcp variability. However, we expect sites with wider annual temperature ranges to have
greater d18Oprcp variability simply due to the temperature effect. To compare d18O variability across sites
with the inﬂuence of temperature seasonality differences removed, we also calculated the standard deviation of the residuals from the site-speciﬁc d18Oprcp-PDt regression for each site. Additionally, we calculated
standard deviations for precipitation d18Oprcp data grouped into 108C PDt intervals ranging from 2208C to
308C. For each site, these grouped standard deviations were only calculated for intervals with at least 10
weeks of data.
The use of weekly data also offers an opportunity to examine if and how the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship temporally changes over a year. For each site, we grouped the weeks of d18Oprcp-PDt data by month of occurrence; for example, 27 weeks of data at the IN22 station occurred in the month of January and are thus
grouped together as the January data. If a monthly grouping at a site held less than 10 weeks of data, that
monthly group was excluded from further analysis. We then calculated linear regressions of d18Oprcp versus
PDt for each monthly group to produce a ﬁnal total of thirteen regressions per site (the 12 monthly regressions plus the original, ungrouped regression that uses the full data).

4. Results
4.1. Spatial Variations in the Overall d18Oprcp-PDt Relationship
The slope and y-intercept values of the d18Oprcp-PDt linear regression (the original, ungrouped regression)
vary across the 25 sites (Table 2) but fall within a range expected for a midlatitude region. The strength of
these regressions varies widely (Table 2), and we determined the relative signiﬁcance of regression results
by the magnitude of the coefﬁcient of determination (r2). We did not use a p-value threshold since the large
sample sizes at each site produce p-values below standard signiﬁcance levels (p < 0.05) even for very weak
relationships.

Table 2. Summary of Linear Regression Results for the 25 Study Sitesa
d18Oprcp Versus PDt Regression

Mean
Maximum
Minimum

Slope

y-Intercept

r2

0.32
0.51 6 0.03 (NM12)
0.12 6 0.03 (GA41)

211.72
26.50 6 0.47 (GA41)
215.99 6 0.49 (NM12)

0.42
0.65 (MI09)
0.08 (GA41)

a
Site identiﬁcations for the maximum and minimum values of the slope, yintercept, and r2 are indicated.
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The interpolated slope, y-intercept, and
r2 values from the d18Oprcp-PDt regressions vary along a northwest-southeast
axis across the study region (Figure 4),
and this pattern is similar to results
from previous d18Oprcp studies in the
area [e.g., Vachon et al., 2010a]. The
d18Oprcp-PDt regression slope is positive
at all sites, but the slope value increases
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Figure 4. Spatial interpolations of d18Oprcp-PDt regression values across the ECUS study region for (a) slope, (b) y-intercept, and (c) r2 across
the ECUS study region.

from southeast to northwest (Figure 4a). The y-intercepts vary inversely with slope values, with highest
y-intercept values in the southeast and lowest values along the northern and western margins of the
study region (Figure 4b). The r2 values are higher to the north and west and lower across the southeast
(Figure 4c), revealing that a stronger d18Oprcp-PDt relationship is associated with higher slopes and lower
y-intercepts.
At each site, the variability in d18Oprcp values increases as PDt decreases (Figure 5). This temporal relationship
is also expressed spatially across the study region where sites with colder mean overall PDt have greater overall d18Oprcp variability (Figure 6a), even when differences in seasonal temperature range are taken into account
by examining the standard deviations of the d18Oprcp-PDt regression residuals (Figure 6b).
4.2. Residual Analysis of the d18Oprcp-PDt Linear Regression
Although the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship is generally linear, the residuals of the regressions show distinct nonlinear trends (Figure 7). The residuals at 20 of 25 sites show that the linear regression overestimates d18Oprcp
values at both the warm and cold temperature extremes, with an inﬂection point in the residual trends near
108C. The exact location of this inﬂection point and the overall peakedness of the residual trend covary
across sites with latitude: higher latitude sites have inﬂection points at colder temperatures and are more
peaked, while the reverse is observed for lower latitude sites. Nearly identical, but opposite, relationships
with these trend characteristics are observed for annual site temperature and site temperature variability
(i.e., colder sites with greater temperature range have colder inﬂection points and are more peaked), which
is expected as both factors inversely covary with latitude (Table 1).
The trend toward less residual peakedness at warmer, lower latitude sites culminates in the nearly horizontal residual trend lines with a slight convex curve observed for stations AR03 and GA41 (two of the most
southerly stations). Trends in residual values at the three sites in New Mexico are opposite to the trends at
the majority of sites. These New Mexico stations are among the most southern and thus could be an exaggerated continuation of the observed pattern of latitudinal peakedness, in which the peakedness not only
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decreases at lower latitudes, but actually
inverts. However, such dramatic differences
in residual trends are potentially due to the
distinct environments of New Mexico (dry,
monsoonal, high, and rugged topography)
relative to the other sites. Our further discussion of trends in residuals largely excludes
the New Mexico stations in order to focus on
the other stations that share a more similar
climatology.

δ18O Standard Deviation (‰)

6

4

2

Latitude
Low

High

Individual Station
Median Interval Value

-20 to -10 -10 to 0

0 to 10

10 to 20

20 to 30

Precipitation−Day Temperature Interval (°C)

Because of these residual trends, colder precipitation events (when the PDt is lower than
the average residual inﬂection point of 108C)
plot along a steeper slope than the overall
regression (Figure 8). The data also show that
the slope of the linear relationship decreases
for precipitation events at higher temperature
(>108C) (Figure 8). This results in an overall
slope value somewhere between the cold
and warm slope extremes and a subtly curved
scatterplot distribution.

Figure 5. Standard deviations of d18Oprcp for different PDt intervals at
each station, illustrating the temporal relationship between the d18Oprcp
variability and temperature. Data from individual stations are shown as
overlapping circles with connecting lines, colored based on the station latitude. The trend of the median standard deviation value across all sites is
shown by the thick purple line. Sites must have at least 10 weeks of data
to be included in a given temperature interval. One data point from the
220 to 2108C interval at MI09 is considered anomalous due to an
extremely low value (2.08) in violation of an otherwise clear trend
observed at MI09. This data point is not shown here and was not included
in median calculations.

4.3. Monthly and Seasonal d18Oprcp-PDt
Relationships
Slopes, y-intercepts, and r2 values of the
d18Oprcp-PDt linear regressions change considerably from month to month at all sites
(Figure 9). The slope and y-intercept values
commonly vary more between months at a
single site than we observe spatially across
sites in the full data d18Oprcp-PDt regressions
(Table 2 and Figures 9a and 9b). The monthly slope and y-intercept values do not show a consistent bias of
being higher or lower than the full data values. In contrast, the r2 values also vary widely between months
at each site but are generally lower than the r2 value observed in the overall site regression (Figure 9c).

Part of this wide range in monthly regression values is likely due to the much lower sample sizes in each
monthly subset relative to the full data. However, the slopes and y-intercepts show wide variability even
when restricting analysis to months with high sample sizes and strong relationships, suggesting that the
general observation of greater regression variability in the monthly groups is not solely an artifact of lower
sample sizes. Despite the greater variability in the monthly regression values, they still generally maintain
the spatial trends across sites apparent in the full data regressions. At individual sites, no clear temporal
trends in slope, y-intercept, or r2 values are noticeable from month to month. However, some seasonal patterns do emerge in the median monthly regression values when the data from all sites are combined, likely
by reducing the impact of the lowest quality monthly regressions. We will detail and discuss these patterns
further in section 5.5.

5. Discussion
5.1. Possible Drivers of Nonlinear Trends in the d18Oprcp-PDt Regressions
The residuals of the d18Oprcp-PDt linear regression identify distinct nonlinear trends in the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship. With the exception of the low latitude New Mexico, Georgia, and Arkansas sites, the d18Oprcp-PDt
regressions overestimate d18Oprcp values toward the cold and warm extremes (Figure 7), and this is
expressed as colder (<108C) precipitation plotting along a steeper trend while warmer (>108C) precipitation
plots along a less steep trend. If we assume that, if undisturbed, the relationship between d18Oprcp and PDt
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is purely linear, any nonlinear deviations may be the result of nontemperature environmental factors affecting
the d18Oprcp values.
As previously stated, we did not correct for any possible effect from frozen
precipitation. Frozen precipitation has
a lower value than predicted d18Oprcp
value based on surface temperature
because it does not isotopically equilibrate with low-level moisture [Jouzel
and Merlivat, 1984; Ciais and Jouzel,
1994], and this would seemingly match
our observations of negative residuals at
colder temperature. However, a steeper
slope with colder precipitation is still
observed even after excluding likely frozen precipitation (i.e., when PDt  08C).
This suggests that while frozen precipitation may play some role in increasing
slope value at colder temperatures, it
does not solely explain the trend.

An increase in low d18O moisture
sourced from the Paciﬁc and Arctic
Oceans is sometimes offered as an
SD δ18O = -0.11 * PDt + 4.67
explanation for lower than expected
r2 = 0.54
d18Oprcp values in the ECUS. However,
n = 25
although the frequency of Paciﬁc2
sourced and Arctic-sourced precipita10
15
20
tion increases in cooler months, the
Weighted Mean Weekly Precipitation-Day Temperature (°C)
actual amount of precipitation from
Figure 6. Standard deviations of (a) d18Oprcp and (b) d18Oprcp-PDt regression residthese sources is relatively small and
uals plotted against the overall amount-weighted mean PDt for each study site,
vastly overwhelmed by Gulf of Mexicoillustrating the spatial relationship between d18Oprcp variability and temperature.
sourced precipitation even in winter
[Akers, 2016]. A more likely cause for lower than expected d18Oprcp values is the greater frequency and
southern shift of extratropical cyclones in cooler months [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. When moisture from the Gulf
of Mexico is incorporated into an extratropical cyclone, it may experience signiﬁcant vertical motion and
increased travel distance before falling as precipitation. This longer travel time can increase the effect of
rainout and thus lower d18Oprcp values.
3

Several environmental factors can potentially produce the lower slope values observed at warmer PDt.
Although the amount effect could potentially arise during convective precipitation at warmer temperatures
and interfere with the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship, we see no evidence of a clear, consistent amount effect in
warmer months at any site. The inclusion of evapotranspiration moisture in warmer months would decrease
to and Oort, 1983; Gat and Matsui, 1991]. This moisthe degree of rainout, resulting in a ﬂatter slope [Peixo
ture recycling would decrease at lower temperatures in response to lower evapotranspiration, producing
progressively steeper slopes with cooler temperatures. As this matches our observed trends very well, moisture recycling is a possible explanation for the residual trends seen at warmer PDt.
Differences in the temperature recorded during a precipitation event and recorded over longer time intervals such as a day or month are known to alter the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship [Kohn and Welker, 2005]. During
colder months, precipitation events are generally warmer than the daily temperature. According to the temperature effect, we would thus expect d18Oprcp values in cooler months to be higher than predicted, which
is not what we observe in the d18Oprcp-PDt data. However, precipitation events in warmer months are generally cooler than the daily temperature, and we would expect these d18Oprcp values to be lower than
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Figure 7. Smoothing spline trend lines for the residuals of the d18Oprcp versus PDt
linear regression at each site. Trend lines color is based on site latitude. The three
stations in New Mexico (dashed, labeled) show an opposite residual trend relative
to the majority of stations. The highest (ND08) and lowest (GA41) latitude stations
outside New Mexico are also labeled.

predicted. This is what we observe in
the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship, and this
event versus daily temperature discrepancy may partially explain the
negative residuals in the d18Oprcp-PDt
regression at higher temperatures.
Determining which of these proposed
environmental factors actually drive
the nonlinear trends we observe in the
residuals is beyond the scope of this
project and our d18Oprcp-PDt database.
With additional meteorological and environmental data, however, our weekly
database may offer a strong foundation
to clarify the roles of these factors as it
is temporally resolved enough to
record these shorter-term environmental effects, but not so much for
the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship to be
completely overwhelmed by them.

5.2. Connections Between Temporal
d18Oprcp-PDt Relationships and
Observed Isoscapes
The residuals of the d18Oprcp-PDt linear
regression at individual sites help explain the spatial distribution of slope and y-intercept values across the
study region. Since sites with colder climates naturally have a higher percentage of steep-trend cold precipitation events than warmer sites, this increases slope values and lowers y-intercept values in the overall linear trends of the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship at colder sites. In contrast, warmer southeastern sites are
dominated more by warm precipitation events, and this produces less steep overall linear relationships with
lower slope and higher y-intercept values. This is spatially expressed as a gradient of increasing slope values
and decreasing y-intercept values from
the southeast to the north and west
0
in the study region. This proposed
relationship is supported by a Pearson
correlation of 10.67 across the 25 sites
between the slope of the d18Oprcp-PDt
relationship and the frequency of precipitation events colder than 108C.

δ18O (‰ vs. V-SMOW)

IN22

−10

A) δ18O = 0.23 * PDt - 9.50
B) δ18O = 0.33 * PDt - 9.90
C) δ18O = 0.18 * PDt - 8.22
−20
−10

0

10

20

30

Precipitation-Day Temperature (°C)
Figure 8. Changes in the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship toward the extremes in PDt,
illustrated here with site IN22. The majority of other sites show a similar pattern,
although the magnitude of slope differences varies. Three regression trends and
equations are shown: (a) full data (yellow), (b) cold events, PDt < 108C (blue), and
(c) warm events, PDt > 108C (red).
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The spatial distribution in r2 values of
the d18Oprcp-PDt regression (Figure 4c)
reﬂects the magnitude of seasonal temperature and d18Oprcp changes; regions
with stronger relationships between
d18Oprcp and PDt also have greater
annual variation in temperature and
d18Oprcp values. Even if temperature best
explains d18Oprcp variability, deviations
from temperature-predicted d18Oprcp
values are expected due to other environmental forcings (e.g., moisture track
and source, condensation height, evaporation, and moisture recycling). We can
thus consider the observed residuals
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Figure 9. Box plots for the (a) slope, (b) y-intercept, and (c) r2 values from the linear regressions of d18Oprcp versus PDt data when grouped
by month for each site. Only months with at least 10 weeks of data were included; PA15 did not meet this threshold for any month and
thus no box plot is shown. Values for the slope, y-intercept, and r2 calculated for each site using the full, ungrouped data are shown by yellow diamonds for comparison.

from the d18Oprcp-PDt regressions as ‘‘noise’’ produced by nontemperature-driven environmental effects. This
‘‘noise’’ is present at all sites and weakens the calculated relationships between d18Oprcp and PDt.
The magnitude of this inherent nontemperature-driven ‘‘noise’’ (as approximated in the standard deviation
of residuals from the d18Oprcp-PDt regressions) is greatest at colder sites (Figure 6b), likely due to their generally more dynamic weather changes. Yet although colder sites have greater ‘‘noise,’’ they also have the
strongest d18Oprcp-PDt relationship as measured by r2 values. This counter-intuitive relationship can be
explained by examining the degree of ‘‘noise’’ relative to the potential range of d18Oprcp values, as predicted
by the annual temperature range.
The colder sites in the study region have a wider overall range in temperature due to a more continental climate, with a Pearson correlation between mean annual PDt and annual range of PDt of 20.85 (based on
weighted monthly data aggregates). Sites with a wider range in temperature would be expected to have a
wider range in d18Oprcp values due to the temperature effect alone. Critically, the magnitude of seasonal
temperature change (and thus, the magnitude of d18Oprcp variability explained by temperature) increases
more rapidly with colder conditions than does the magnitude of nontemperature-driven ‘‘noise.’’ In this
manner, the fraction of variability unexplained by temperature decreases even as its magnitude increases.
Consequently, as annual temperature decreases, the fraction of d18Oprcp variability explained by temperature increases relative to the fraction unexplained by temperature, and the strength of the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship grows.
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This proposed relationship between wider seasonal temperature changes and the strength of the temperature effect is borne out in the data: the Pearson correlation between PDt standard deviations (i.e., seasonal
temperature variability) and the r2 of the d18Oprcp-PDt regression (i.e., temperature effect strength) for the
25 sites is 10.74. Thus, the negative relationship observed between mean annual temperature and the
strength of the temperature effect appears to be a secondary relationship driven by the fact that the sites
in the study region with wider temperature ranges are generally colder.
5.3. The d18Oprcp-PDt Relationships Compared With Relationships Obtained by Previous Studies
Seasonally resolved data from midlatitude global GNIP stations produce a slope for d18Oprcp versus air
temperature of 0.31&/8C [Rozanski et al., 1993], and this value is a close match with the mean slope of
0.32&/8C obtained here using PDt data (Table 2). However, the range of slope values across the sites in this
study is large (0.12–0.51&/8C) even for the relatively small area studied, and this suggests that any attempt
to generalize or apply a mean d18Oprcp-temperature regression parameter to large regions would likely produce sizeable inaccuracies.
By comparing the d18Oprcp-PDt relationships calculated in this study with the ﬁndings of Vachon et al.
[2010a], we can determine if and how the precipitation-day methodology changed the calculated relationships between d18Oprcp and surface air temperature. Vachon et al. [2010a] compared monthly aggregated
temperature data (not weighted by precipitation amount) with monthly d18Oprcp data constructed by
aggregating weekly USNIP d18Oprcp data into matching monthly values. The comparison between Vachon
et al. [2010a] and this study is imperfect, as the years of data available and the climate data stations utilized
in each analysis are slightly different (Table 3). However, the comparison should still be able to identify any
signiﬁcant differences in relationship slope and/or r2 values that would result from the use of weekly isotope and PDt data (this study) versus monthly isotope and unweighted, non-PDt data [Vachon et al., 2010a].
The spatial characteristics of the d18Oprcp-PDt regression slope values in this study are quite similar to the
d18Oprcp versus non-PDt regression slope values described in Vachon et al. [2010a] apart from some minor
discrepancies of 0.05–0.10&/8C in the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys (Figures 10a and 10b). However,
greater differences exist in the spatial distribution of r2 values between the two studies (Figures 10c and
10d). While the r2 values are similar in the southeast and Mississippi Valley areas, the non-PDt regressions
produce a large area with r2 values > 0.6 extending from New York to Nebraska. At some locations in this
area, r2 values peak in the 0.7–0.8 range. In contrast, the PDt regressions produce r2 values > 0.6 in only two
small regions in Minnesota and northern Michigan and no values > 0.7. The PDt r2 values are also 0.1–0.2
lower in the Mid-Atlantic region than the non-PDt values. Finally, the PDt data produce high r2 values that
extend farther south along the western boundary of the study area than the non-PDt data, but this may be
an artifact of our database lacking the Oklahoma and Texas site data used by Vachon et al. [2010a].
5.4. Effect of the Weekly PDt Database on d18Oprcp-Temperature Relationships
The weekly d18Oprcp-PDt database does not signiﬁcantly change the d18Oprcp-temperature regression slope
values from previous research. This suggests that the slope of the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship is most
dependent upon the longer-term seasonal temperature changes of a given location and less sensitive to
short-term variance. Although an individual d18Oprcp value may be signiﬁcantly skewed away from the
d18Oprcp predicted by temperature by a nontemperature factor, these skewing factors appear to shift
d18Oprcp values both higher and lower at roughly equal frequencies, leaving temperature as the clearest correlative factor. Thus, differences in the level of temporal data aggregation are not likely to signiﬁcantly
change the slope value as long as the broad seasonal changes in temperature are still captured in the data.
Table 3. Summary of Major Database Differences Between This Study and That Conducted
by Vachon et al. [2010a]
Variable

This Study

18

d Oprcp resolution

Weekly

Temperature resolution

Daily aggregated
to weekly
1989–2006
<10

Years included in database
Weather station precision (km)
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Vachon et al. [2010a]
Weekly aggregated
to monthly
Monthly
1989–1994
<50
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In contrast, increasing the
temporal resolution of data
and/or using a precipitationday climatology weakens the
observed effect that temperature has on d18Oprcp values,
as seen in the r2 values
(Figure 10). Unlike the situation with slope values, the
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Figure 10. Comparison of the interpolated d18Oprcp-temperature relationship using (a, c) weekly PDt data from this study and (b, d)
monthly non-PDt data from Vachon et al. [2010a]. The data displayed for this study (Figures 10a and 10c) are the same as in Figure 4, but
the color shading is matched here to Vachon et al. [2010a] (Figures 10a to 10b, 10c to 10d) to represent the same values. Some USNIP stations in Vachon et al. [2010a] were not included in this study due to technical constraints or for being outside the ECUS study region.

increased short-term d18Oprcp variability adversely affects the strength of the d18Oprcp-temperature regressions. This weakening is most pronounced for regions that inherently exhibit the strongest temperature
effect (i.e., the northern and western ECUS). As noted in section 5.2, locations with wider annual temperature ranges have stronger d18Oprcp-temperature relationships because the fraction of d18Oprcp variability
explained by temperature increases relative to the fraction unexplained by temperature. Nontemperature
factors are most apparent at ﬁner temporal scales and are typically related to the nature of individual precipitation events (e.g., the precise routing of moisture, the speciﬁc condensation height, and the degree of
moisture recycling).
Using a ﬁner temporal aggregation of data does not change the overall annual temperature range for a site,
but it does increase the magnitude of nontemperature-driven ‘‘noise.’’ Thus, the fraction explained by temperature decreases relative to the fraction unexplained by temperature, and the d18Oprcp-temperature relationship weakens. If, as we propose, the sites with the strongest d18Oprcp-temperature relationships have
the widest fractional balance between d18Oprcp variability driven by annual temperature range versus
‘‘noise,’’ we would expect sites with the strongest relationship to have the greatest potential change in
strength due to aggregation. This potentially explains why the greatest reductions in r2 values between the
weekly PDt and monthly non-PDt regressions are found in regions where the d18Oprcp-temperature relationships are strongest.
Overall, the temperature effect in the ECUS is most strongly expressed with temporally aggregated data
that blurs the short-term isotope and climate variability and enhances long-term, seasonal variability. Since
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the weekly resolution and PDt methodology used in this study enhances short-term variability relative to
aggregated monthly data, our analysis revealed weaker d18Oprcp-temperature relationships than those
obtained by Vachon et al. [2010a]. This does not necessarily indicate that the precipitation-day methodology
is an inferior approach but rather highlights the important role of greater d18Oprcp variability at ﬁner temporal resolution and the need to better understand potential drivers of this variability beyond temperature.
5.5. Insight Into Temperature Causality From Monthly d18Oprcp-PDt Regressions
Although the regressions calculated with the monthly grouped data may not be as robust as typical
d18Oprcp-temperature relationship studies due to lower sample sizes, they do offer a valuable insight into
how the nature of the relationship between temperature and d18Oprcp changes throughout the year. This
insight is only possible due to the weekly resolution of the PDt database, which provides enough samples
to calculate regressions grouped by month compared to typical monthly aggregated data sets like GNIP.
If air temperature is a causative control on d18Oprcp values, we would expect to see similar regression values
for the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship throughout the year despite grouping data by month. In fact, we see wide
variation in regression values from month to month (Figure 9), which suggests that air temperature may
not be a causative control in the ECUS, despite the relatively strong correlations observed at longer temporal scales. Perhaps the strongest evidence against a causative role for temperature comes from the lack of
regression value reproducibility even at northern sites that show very strong correlations between d18Oprcp
and PDt in their overall data (e.g., MI09, MN27, and ND08).
As further evidence of the lack of a consistent, controlling temperature effect throughout the year at our
sites, we can use the monthly regressions to predict an air temperature for a given d18Oprcp value in a manner similar to paleoclimate reconstructions. If a stable temperature effect was present, the predicted air temperature should be constant for a given d18Oprcp value no matter the month. However, as seen in Figure 11,
the temperature predictions for a given d18Oprcp value (here the median database d18Oprcp value of 27&)
vary considerably at individual sites depending on the month. Some of this variability is no doubt related to
aberrant regressions affected by outliers and small sample sizes, but the median monthly temperature predictions show that sizeable temporal variability still exists after the impact of the less robust regressions is
reduced.
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Figure 11. Temperature predictions for when d18O 5 27&, based on monthly
linear regressions between d18Oprcp and PDt. The monthly individual station PDt
predictions (thin red ! blue lines) are variable, but their median values (thick purple line) show a distinct seasonal trend that follows the observed seasonal PDt
trend (green dashed line). The median PDt prediction from the full data regressions across all stations, when d18O 5 27&, is provided for reference (gray dotted
line).
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Interestingly, the median temperature
predictions show a clear temporal
trend that follows the seasonal temperature change, with monthly temperature predictions warmer than the
overall data predictions in the summer
and cooler in the winter (Figure 11).
This seasonal difference is quite large,
as the median July PDt prediction for
27& precipitation is 10.68C higher
than the PDt prediction for January.
We considered that this temporal
trend could be caused by the systemic
seasonal differences between precipitation event temperature and PDt. To
test this theory, we ran our analysis
again with the PDt ‘‘corrected’’ for precipitation event temperature differences based on monthly discrepancy
values identiﬁed by Kohn and Welker
[2005] for Chicago (as Chicago is similar to a ‘‘median location’’ in our study
site). While the precipitation event
temperature corrections did reduce
the magnitude of temporal variability
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by 3.68C, the corrections did not eliminate the seasonal trend and the PDt predictions still vary by 7.08C
over the year.
Our ﬁndings suggest the possibility that there is no actual causative relationship where the value of d18Oprcp
is determined by the PDt in the ECUS. If this is true, the d18Oprcp-PDt correlations observed in the full data
may arise because d18Oprcp is controlled by another environmental variable that simply varies seasonally.
The strengthening of the relationship when seasonal temperature variance is enhanced by aggregation
(Figure 10) supports this idea. We would also expect the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship to break down when the
data are grouped subseasonally, and this is indeed what we observe in our analysis. Wide variability in the
monthly regressions would arise because the regressions are simply ﬁnding whatever linear models place
the d18Oprcp values in their appropriate seasonal distribution as determined by an outside environmental
factor.
If d18Oprcp values are actually controlled by a different environmental factor in the ECUS, then supplementing the current d18Oprcp-PDt database with additional climatological data in the future may allow us to identify the factor. The most promising candidates for d18Oprcp control in the ECUS derive from studies into the
effects of atmospheric circulation [Liu et al., 2014; Klein et al., 2016], condensation height [Buenning et al.,
2012], and stratiform versus convective precipitation fractions [Aggarwal et al., 2016], while other candidates
such as moisture source changes appear less likely [Akers, 2016]. Intensive examination of the relationships
between these factors and d18Oprcp variability is needed at multiple temporal scales to clarify which relationship is maintained through both short-term and long-term aggregations and groupings. In this way, we
may reveal if the oft-cited temperature effect is simply masking the true driver of d18Oprcp variability across
the ECUS.

6. Conclusions
We performed a new analysis of the effect of temperature on d18Oprcp in the ECUS using 6177 weekly
d18Oprcp values and associated precipitation amount-weighted temperature data. We believe that the
increased temporal resolution of the data and the use of PDt values better captures the inﬂuence of shortterm synoptic weather ﬂuctuations compared to previous wide-scale studies. Until a network of daily or
individual event d18Oprcp records is developed with wide spatial coverage and long temporal duration, our
weekly database and relationships can serve as a link between spatially limited studies using daily or precipitation event data [e.g., Wu et al., 2015] and the spatially diverse but temporally aggregated studies using
monthly, seasonal, or annual data [e.g., Vachon et al., 2010a].
As expected, d18Oprcp values exhibit clear spatial and temporal relationships with surface air temperature. In
our study area, the northern and western regions have higher d18Oprcp-PDt regression slope values, lower yintercept values, and stronger relationships than the southeastern regions. Nonlinear residual trends of the
d18Oprcp-PDt regression for individual sites help explain these spatial differences. At each site, the d18Oprcptemperature relationship trend is steeper for cooler precipitation and less steep for warmer precipitation.
Thus, northern and western sites that are dominated more by cool precipitation events have steeper overall
relationships with higher slope values, while southeastern sites that are dominated more by warm precipitation events have less steep overall relationships with lower slope values. The steeper slopes at colder temperatures may be a combined effect of frozen precipitation and increased extratropical cyclone frequency,
while moisture recycling and cooler-than-PDt temperatures during summer precipitation may produce the
lower slopes observed at warmer temperatures.
Similarly, the spatial trend in r2 values appears connected to patterns in d18Oprcp variability at individual
sites. Although the d18Oprcp variability not explained by temperature increases with colder precipitation
events, colder sites in the study region also have greater temperature seasonality and the magnitude of
d18Oprcp variability explained by temperature increases at a faster rate than the unexplained variability. Consequently, the colder, more temperature-variable sites in the north and west have relatively more d18Oprcp
variability explained by temperature, which results in higher r2 values.
Finally, the wide subannual variability of the d18Oprcp-PDt relationship casts serious doubt on temperature
being the primary causative control on d18Oprcp variability in the ECUS. The lack of a consistent d18Oprcp-PDt
relationship and overall weakening at shorter temporal scales suggests that the temperature effect only
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emerges strongly when seasonal temperature changes are included and emphasized. This suggests that
another, as yet unidentiﬁed, environmental factor that varies seasonally is the primary driver of d18Oprcp variability in the ECUS. It may be possible to identify this environmental control in the future by combining
more detailed meteorological records of circulation patterns and cloud characteristics with ﬁnely resolved
d18Oprcp databases like USNIP in the future. If an alternative environmental control on ECUS d18Oprcp values
does exist and is identiﬁed, quantifying its relationships with d18Oprcp at all temporal levels will greatly
improve our understanding of d18Oprcp patterns in the midlatitudes, as well as transform our views on interpreting past d18Oprcp changes recorded in paleoclimate archives.
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